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[mash]Fluffy frog is not called "tsunade" because he was a "tsunami" broFg is a person who loves dogs and
he has a lot of dogs and he likes the "teaching life" style. (S+S#158) Ninjas have always belonged to some
mysterious clan you had never heard of. With their various modes of transport, they are often
indistinguishable from birds. And, in fact, they are birds-- from the standpoint of their skeletal anatomy, a
ninja is just a very small bird. Ninjas were, originally, the most interesting and versatile of all job titles, and
now they are almost gone, except perhaps in certain careers for highly specialized birds. POI from the
nineties, a member of the infamous nogen ninjas, does not have any special strengths. "Fluffy frog" is a
derogatory term for a single ninja and is thus used to depict the sole ninja of a company, the sole civilian
with bodyguard privileges, or the sole ninja-like civilian with no special powers. Perhaps, as the second ninja,
he even descends from the James Bond franchise, but these are merely superficial observations. If there is a
term for a ninja with low-level powers of perception, it is an un- or under-niner. Like birds, ninjas can fly,
although this is not necessarily restricted to the bird form. To become a ninja, one must realize that the
human form is weak and fragile, and one must minimize its susceptibility to physical injury. As a result, ninja
are always in good shape and rarely faint. A ninja must condition and strengthen himself to survive, and the
art consists of every action of training, diet, and exercise. Not all ninjas have animal forms. In the past, most
ninja were albino or had light skin. Dark skin is a foreign idea, and powerful people often have "black skin"
(such as an overlord), whether their actual skin color is light or dark is unclear. In addition, some ninja
(usually for entertainment purposes) do not have animal forms. For example, "Sonic the Hedgehog" is a ninja
who has no animal form and thus does not belong to the bird-flying class of ninjas. Generally, young ninja
practice their techniques with typical materials, but as they grow older, they require more elaborate
materials such as paper, rubber, chemicals, and alcohol. The nomenclature of ninja techniques is
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